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i lv;
_ ,,1, The architect works in a paradoxical situation. While the architect is a

1 1 product of culture, he or she also has a role in changing that culture. OurA Fn
culture manifests itself through a range of forces- political, economic,

social, historical, material, and conceptual, and these forces are all linkedF
together in various ways as they form us.‘ It is these forces which educate

I1 us and, at the same time, tend to limit our possibilities: culture works to ~
_~, 1 contain the possible. The risk for the architect is that s/he may produce a-

critical, bourgeois objects which simply repeat existing conditions. In orderF
1 1 for the architect to really participate in the field of culture, s/he must pro-” 1K

duce something that is able to question and modify the cultural forcesF ;'°
themselves, something that widens the cultural discourse rather than‘ = 1* merely fils within it.

1. 11 ln the ancient Greek sense, Culture meant "an ideal to be understood
1 and followed" and education "the process by which a community preserves

i A1
and transmits its physical and intellectual character."2 This idea of continu-

T J ity works as long as the "ideal" is understood and believed. ln our culture
· l¥· where education, finance, and politics, for example, are so closely tied

1. 1 together, "ideals" dissipate into multiple ideologies. The architect needs a
. ,1 tool of resistance, then, to disperse the normal proclivities of design, to

open up the possibilities directed otherwise by culture. Such a tool is
· described by the philosopher Gilles Deleuze in his term, rhizome.

l

11 The rhizome‘s structure is opposed to that of the tree. While a tree
ä Ja"' structure divides and organizes in a binary, linear, dialecticaI(Hegelian)

= ··¥"=" fashion, the rhizome continually connects in multiple directions and dimen-
l . tt sions, bringing together that which is typically apart. While the tree defines
li rtl a unity, the rhizome signals a multiplicity. The rhizome can be used as a

_ tool, as bart of a strategy to take that which is outside of the disciplinary
° boundaries of "architecture" and temporarily bring it into architecture, toL see how architecture changes. The forces of culture are suspended as new

· experimental objects are made. These objects do not readily make sense
* 1 within traditional frameworks but may be understood by overlaying new
ri ,, interpretive structures. The rhizome is both a generative as well as an

interpretive tool. This thesis explores some rhizomatic flows into architec-
V: ¢ ture and enjoys architecture's subsequent transformations.

. The problem of the individual working within a cultural context has
_11_g" been dealt with at length in the poststructural critique of culture. Foucault

suggests that people form "themselves" through the categorizing andl V?
jai



"Culture endows consciousness with a new facult which is a arentl o -> Y P
pOS€(l to ll]€ fEtClllty of fOfg€ti1I]gI memory." —(}illes l)elcuze, T/2eDe/ett.geRet1tler‘, ed.

(lltllhlklllllll llouurlas. Xen York. Press. lftltlly p. Zlti.

"ln contemplating civilization where everything is standardized and repeated,
the whole point is to forget the space between an object nncl its dnplication. If we
didn't have this ower of for etfulness if art didn't hel us for et we would be9 9

submerged, drowned under these avalanches of rigorously identical objects. "
ijolm (logo, lnr the B/rt/s. tlloston; Motion llmxnrw l’ublisl1mg, l$t8l_},p.\

,\M v
r_ \l-j‘·"lf

you do not expect the unexpected, you will not find it; for it is hard to be
SOUgl]t Ollt, älld —H<‘1iclitus ru l)ilIll<?ll|. lloorstin, (Üleojm/r‘et‘.s Nose, (New lhrh: Rcttzclom

//o1t.ve„ /.‘t’t-/„·‘ . jr. /t/.



normalizing techniques of culture, not independently of them. He claims
that rationality itself is structured by cultural relations and ls, therefore,

subject to cultural forces. ln the Greek view, the individual is "moulded in
accordance with an ideal."' Foucault claims instead that culture moulds

not with an ideal model, but through a politics of subjectivity, a situation in
which the State negotiates power through its lnstltutional apparatuses. He

does not claim that the individual can or should overcome culture, but
rather that the individual can invoke a critical/experimental attitude to-

wards culture in order to balance its normalizing forces: "Where religions
once demanded the sacrifice of bodies, knowledge now calls for experl- -· e
3mentationon ourselves, calls us to the sacrifice of knowledge."° N

While Foucault describes this process of subjectification, Roland Barthes
identifies its dangers. ln his analysis of writing, Barthes observes that

17th century French writing practice was considered to be “pure expres-
sion,"' without any particular cultural style. He notes that it was not until

the 19th century that this style could be identified as a style, as something
culturally formed and not universally usable. The danger in the assump-

tion that culture is neutral or universal is that this position allows groups to
"reduce all human experience to fit the shape of its own particular view of M__{__

the world, which it promotes as 'natural' and ‘normaI,' refusing torecog.nize
what it cannot so classify."" Culture works to make "all aspects of life

vl silently acquire the same air of naturalness, of rightness, of universality
and inevitability. But bourgeois writing is not innocent. lt does not simply

reflect reality. In fact, it shapes reality in its own image, acting as the
institutionalized carrier, transmitter or encoder of the bourgeois way of life

and its values."5

The rhizome challenges the bourgeois drive to limit and classify. It pro-
duces multiplicity which by definition cannot be reduced.

"The essential thing is the noun multiplicity which designates a set of
lines or dimensions which are irreducible to one another."°

N In architecture, the rhizome may be used to make porous the disciplinaryn H ._ "”’“

or representational borders traditionally reified by culture. ln the following
N " ‘ ····-~-~—..„...

projects, the rhizome connects architecture to objects which are outside
its "normaI“ discourse. This results in new objects which either complicate

or question the architectural discourse, depending on the disposition of
the viewer.



• • H • • • IlArchrtecture 1S the spat1al1zat1on of knowledge.
Paul Pantheon Books, läldll, [J.254-.‘

n · ~ · n iAny pomt of a rh1zome can be connected to anythrng other, and must be. 1
el§illi·~. ll«=lt·nz«_·_ /V/er /lr/ezzrge /l(’”I”/({l‘/”. ed. (Üonsrantin läorinrlas, VN«>u‘ York: Columbia University Press, 1993}, p. 29.[_»

u · · ·
• u _ , . ,tl'lI°Ollgh Gqllätlllg the l,lH€qll€il. —Nierzsclie, 'On lruth and

lalsitv in their llltrauioral ed. Oscar I.evv, {New York;

liuswll ~ l<u¤<ell luc. lllhl . [1. lT¥l.

l 'lil1i~.i«i«·;tr—«li~«·iis~«—«l;ii lwigtli i¤1i•‘i‘iii~«1l /¢~///¤.'.~ll1Hl—l‘1t‘l)i~l<M‘;ill<>1l«.1lillu.\I‘t°lillt*n‘ll|I°;ilSulld
an ;ii1ir·l«· lllltllll ilrv .ii‘«‘l1itr·r [inc ol l’r·l<_:1'liisrrrriiiuirl1vl>;¤xirlli«1|<ll1l;uriiitlic

//21z/ lflfll.
gi \\i·i nm _|;u=g<·i‘_ /7/i'//(/0.* //1w /r/«'/1Är #1/”({mÄ‘ ([11//1/rw, il lvlorrli (lxlorrl l ”iiivr—i‘sity l)l”(‘\.\, lllililll, [1[1. Qltlfrl, xiii.
ihlirlrvl l"«·•1i«.iiil¤_/·?.¤m/1/////{rm/¢1‘_r·<l.l’;1iill{;¤l1im1w, [Now \}>i‘k: l)illllll•'()ll llmiks, INH-ll, [1. 7

1 ”lk·r¤·m «· ll;m‘kr—» [)lIl>Ll[)lllilNlI]Q llnluiirl l}ui‘tlir·.s in Ä·/I'IH/ll/'///!·„~//l///1//.\I1'//I/u/lll,/lx,
l§·„·il:•·l<·x: l lfl77Ö·. [1. lflil.

,-1 ll1i<l., [1. lll;V ii M tiillvs llnivr‘r‘sit}‘ l’ir·ss, lil?<7i, [1. \.
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"To tra a line, say between [architecture] and music, is not to orchestrate
an [arch tectural] theme or to talk with [architectural] expertise about the
form ane the content of the piece of music. It is to find a third term, in
betwee the two that would facilitate the becoming—music of [architecture]
and the becoming—[architecture] of music."
(Constantin lä«>i1iid.¤~„ ’/hw Ii>i·!«·zz:«· R<'¢lrfI<”l. (New \’<»i‘ls. <.Ü<>h1111bia k.[lll\’L‘l'%lTI}·’ Press, l‘}*¤>3), p. 2. replaeing the' i word 'pliiliisopliy with the word 'architeeture.'



"Any point of a rhizome can be con-
nected to anything other, and must be."

l)t·lteuxe. Y/rr Rmr/rr, ed. Constantin
l;(lllll(lll\ 1Nmv Xml;. (,‘oliiinl>ia llr1ix·c1‘sity Press,lYlYl§'S‘_j>.l€l y

The line between categories is the very thing that denies their absolute difference. While
traditionally, the line between categories is thought of as the mark of separation (an infinitely thin

line), it can also be thought of as the connection, the thing which is both, which suggests a thicker,
less definite line. In the field of architecture, these thick lines border and connect with other fields

and produce ambiguities which provide sources of becoming in architecture. Opposed to the
structure of the tree which starts with a root and builds on itself logically (remains within its 'disci-
pline'), there is the rhizome which has multiple potential connections and is a model for that which
is within architecture that jumps outside or problematizes the boundaries of architecture. With the ·«·=·=¤·é‘“i‘i."€;QÜÄQQ"Ü

sound pendulum, the dynamic is not in the pendulum swing or in the sound source, but in the
interference of the two as it remaps both realms. The tree structure describes objects whose parts

synthesize into one (dialectic). The rhizome forms a multipliclty which always remains multiple.
The sound pendulum cannot be simply internalized. lt must be experienced, walked around, seen

and heard.
The sound pendulum works with a stream of sound, fragments it, and then distributes it among

six speakers arranged in an ellipse. The duration of the fragments as well as the location of sound
among the speakers is controlled by the swing of the pendulum. Six sensors sit under the swing of

the pendulum. Each sensor triggers sound in one of the speakers but only for the time that the
pendulum is in close proximity to that sensor. The continuous, linear, visual movement of the

[ pendulum is translated into a quantized, spatial, auditory movement. The rhythm of the original
sound source is re-fragmented through the sound pendulum. The visual and auditory movements
are at once directly related yet their experiential connection is made strange by their mediational

differences. Relays in the control box click on and off as the pendulum moves in and out of the
range of each sensor's sensitivity. This sound represents the presence of the rhizome, re—forming

and connecting that which is typically
apart.
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While both music and architecture consist of structure. music may be thought of as time that ap-
proaches space and architecture as space that approaches time. The sound pendulum cross-connects

these two ideas.

"
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trees or their roots, the rhizome connects any point to any other
point, and its traits are not necessarily linked to traits of the same
nature it brin Ls into la ver different re °mes of si ns and even1 1nonsign states.°° S S Y S Y Y Y r



The first sound pendulum performance took place on June 10, 1994. The sound sources
consisted of a recording of T.S. Eliot reading 'The WasteLand‘ as well as recordings that were

made in Europe during an architectural travel program the previous year. The European record-
ings consisted of bells, organ music, and other repetitive sounds. The periodic movement of

EIiot's voice was interfered with by the dynamic movement of the pendulum swing, forming a new,
sliding cadence, consisting sometimes of words and sometimes of words fragmented, forced into

sound. The Eliot recording contained a high level of tape hiss, due to its age. Often pulses of
noise accentuated and divided the sound of EIiot's

voice.



_ Il • •That 1S not what I meaut at all. That 1S
· ll , T T T . T, .111Ot lt, ät I. 5. lbllfll, 1 The Love bong ofj. Alfred

1 I°rufrock.11 (}10]Z6¢c‘/€f/ ]’06*m.< 790f)—796Z, (New York:
I“I2lI1L‘()lll11 Bruce_]ova11ovic11. Ptlblisllers, 1970}, p. 6.
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„ „ . • „ • .A downward stream of gas subjected to acoustrc 1rrad1at10n. The flowrng VCI} of
gas assumes a lam1nar pattern under the rnfluence of sound. Eddy and wave for-

• NIIl8t10l'lS 8180 8p}')€81’ 88 tL1I'bLll€HC€S.
—H;1ns _]enny, (.'rrII4r1I17rir, [Basel: Basilirrs Presse. lSI7I7l, p. IH.



"...the possibility of a difference, of a mutation, of a revo-
lution in the propriety of symbolic systems." A

—R6l.im1 Barrlies quoted in Hal Foster. ‘,l)0Silll0Cl€Tl“1lSHi in Paralax," October 63, I
gllill l&l&l3¥, p. led.

Ideas are always accessed through other ideas; things through other things. In science measure-
ments, observatlons, and calculations are always achieved through ideas and devices which are not
the object of study. The sound flame is a Nineteenth Century attempt to understand sound through

its effect on flames.
Cymatics is the phenomenological study of waves. The visual effects of sound, magnetism, and

other waves on gasses, liquids, and powders are studied. Here, the strangeness of the cross-con-
nected media is made apparent and enjoyed. Like the sound pendu/um, the sound flame and

Cymatics have a rhizomatlc logic which jumps between media.

"It should be pointed out here that even metaphors are
sensory-motor evasions, and furnish us with something to
say when we no longer know what do to: they are spe-
cific schemata of an affective nature. Now this is what a A n
cliche' is. A cliche' is a sensory-motor image of a thing.
As Bergson says, we do not perceive the thing or image
in its entirety, we always perceive less of it, we perceive
only what we are interested in perceiving, or rather what
it is in our interest to perceive, by virtue of our economic
interests, ideological beliefs, and psychological demands. A
We therefore normally perceive only cliches'. But if our
sensory-motor schemata jam or break, then a different
type of image can appear: a pure optical-sound image,
the whole image without metaphor, brings out the thing °

. in itself, literally, in its excess of horror or beauty..."
/lzizu/rr, lbrkz
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Architects always work in 'other media.' When designing, architects
use the tools of drawing, modeling (physical and virtual), calculating, and

, writing as part of their working environment. There is no working directly in
' the medium of architecture for there is no one medium central to architec-

ture. While a building may be a common result of archltectural work, few
architects have the luxury of working with the building itself while it is being

built, experimenting with different conditions. instead, architects work in
3 various media at different scales and 'forget' the difference between their

.3 working media and their intended media.

Buildings contain traces of working media- the flatness and reduc-‘ tion of a model, the ornament of a sketch, the horizontal logic of plan.
Language, too, plays a role though it is often sublimated in the materialityof3

the process. The following projects expose the linguistic in their architec-
tures, using the actual material forms of language- letters and, in addition,

use a formal logic of language. Bather than the visual logics of plan, pro-
portion, and symmetry, these pavilions use logics possible to propose with

language but not with the eye. The computer allows an idea such as 'the
_ common volume of two complex, overlapping volumes' (intersection) to be‘$ realized quickly. These forms cannot be foreseen visually, yet once they are° achieved, they become provocative artifacts of a linguistic process. A cut in

· a volume, for example, is often 'read‘ as a window and is perceived withinY the visual history of windows. ln the following projects, windows are not
generated within a historic/visual framework, but a linguistic one, and this
formative difference is evident. These cuts are initially perceived as win-

dows, but their 'strangeness' sets up a dissonance, a vibration against
conventional forms. These new forms are, therefore, conceptually irreduc-

ible to the visual.
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"We believe that we can slip as in a continuity from one
. sound to the next, from one thought to the next. In real-

ity, we fall down and we don't even realize it. We live,
but living means crossing through the world of relation-
ships or representations. Yet, we never see ourselves in
the act of crossing that world! And we never do anything
but that!"

-]olrn Cage, If/11* //16 B/rd.t. {Boston: Marion Boyars Publishers, lSl8l), p. 93.

rämä
The S-object at left is made by lsolating the 'intersecti0n' Of two extruded S‘s

"Illumination or clarification is thus never a complete reduction of
complexity in order to obtain an uncomplicated or unfolded planar
surface transparency. On the contrary, in the first instance, it is the
multiple complications in things which illuminate or clarify, redistrib- L
uting what may be visible and what may be obscure."

xr"Renouncingthe nostalgia and the desire to coincide, it establishes its
language in the void of this temporal difference."

--l’aul de Man. (.'1‘1'/1°/·61/ //I€07fV S/1166 /965, ed. Hazard Adams and Leroy Searle, (Tallahassee:
l·°lor¤cla State llmwrsity Press. 1992}. p. IUH. relL·rring to /1//6g/11jy.

"Narrative allegory explores the literal-letteral level of the language 1
itself, in a horizontal investigation of the polysemous meanings simul-
taneously available in the words themselves- in etymologies and
puns- and in the things the words name. ...In short, narrative allegory
favors the material of the signifier over the meanings of the signified."

<;„·r-_e«„·\· Iilltrrvip ”””l‘li<‘ ol¤_ger·r nf l)()$l-(,l|‘lll(_Tl5|ll„H Y/16 /l7lll~·/IFS!/I(?[l·C, ed. Hal 1=‘«>srer·, (Seattle: Bay
l)l‘\‘\S, lllHÄ·$\Ä·. p. fl;].



S-pavilion

This is the anti-fascist pavillon. The letter combination SS
was used by Nazi Germany to refer to the Schutz Staffel, the

powerful and treacherous elite police. The particular double-S
graphic used derived its form from the Runic S, the symbol of
the sun. This S was repeated, forming a narrow channel be-

tween the two Ietters, suggesting the constricting, controlling,
and Iimiting cultural condition present during this time. The

elongated, straightened, repeated S-shape as well as the
strident, alliterative sound of its referent became a symbol of

the Nazi's mechanized, fascist ideology.

The S-object generated here is the result of an attempt to
repeat the S in a complex manner— in a way that drops its

fascist associations and produces a new experimental object.T The S-object contains two Ss which may be viewed only by
moving around the object and which may not be viewed at the

_ same time. lt is a non-reductive object which promotes move-G? ment rather than constriction.
In the S-Pavi/ion, the S-object is subtracted from a simple

'architectural form'- a rectangular volume with a thickness.
The S-object cuts holes in the end of the volume similar in

, appearance to the traditional 4-square window. The apparent
) 'rationality' of the 4-square has an 'irrational‘ consequence

elsewhere in the volume. Apparently random cuts form multi-
{ faceted skylights and floorlights as well as a panel-like scoop

T taken out of the rear wall.

T „ ../”°J
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"Perplications are those 'cross—foldings' that introduce a creative
distantiation into the midst of things. Such distance is the holding
apart- what Deleuze calls the 'disparation' of a space that opens in it ‘
the chance of a 'complex' repetition (not restricted to the imitation ofa pregiven model, origin, or end) or a free difference or divergence
(not subordinated to fixed analogies or categorical identities.)"

ll.ij« liiriglii llvllllli lllllwl t\‘ hriliii \l·ll;l_g, llllllli, jf. (lll,



"Individuals desire their own repression when their libidos are
cathected to powerful and destructive emotional sources or symbols,
or demagogic leaders, rather than to political groups, ideologies, and
values which promote their interests." ·

l>«>¤:;1;:~ l{«—l|¤:··: .11:«1%**‘:»l1«,·:: llws:. /hi/1»1«»z/1:*:: //:«‘~:‘:. „XIcx~‘ ‘1l>1‘l<, IlII:e (}uilfo:‘d Press, lS}$ll1— }J. fil.
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Thrs wmdow rs not a threshold between unsude and outsrde, but rs rather a marker of ambugurty be
and mvusuble, ratuonal and urrataonal, Ian ua e and archetecture. Lan ua e both allows us to s eak to mea
lumrts our thought by compactrng our meanrngs unto words. Archrtectural forms have the same dulemma. A

form such as a column has rts meanrngs flattened because rt us re-cognnzed rather than percerved. Her
form of language (S—ob;ect) has eroded an archutectural volume, revealnng the conventrons of wmdow and

connectmg them un a new way. The S-oblect doubles and problematrzes (over-drmensronalrzes) the th
offers us freedom and terntonaluzes and colomzes us by totalrzung our thought- the
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XYZ pawhon us an engmeermg busldung for a cable televusnon company. It re—
„„ j

1;routessugnals recenved from satellute and rebroadcasts them through a cable. Whale
thebuuldnngus the ongm ef cable sugnals, ut es only a relatnve ongm, an cmgun wuthout ongm. ~‘ ·i r" -6 2 wöV- V?«—r Fw r .9

imII'}3 Slmllaf ITIGHNGT UWG G€l|’t€SI8|'1 fld IS an OT! In WIÜWOUT Ol'! Il'1. It IS 3 conventuon¤"7
Ajägvqonesystem out of many possuble systems whuch has proven to be extremely useful to the gf.·

-· ··':
_'scuences.Its power oragmates un Its use, not an IYS necessnty. ‘[

Y g J ": *7 ät.;I‘I ,é 2„
·=Theletters of the Cartesean grad X, Y, and Z are each extruded along thenrespectuveTh

Ö Ö I h f hhEIXGS.G OTIQIVI IS Q ING 85 t 9 IIWTGVSGCTIOH 0 t G COOV |T\3.t€ 8XGS. T9es
the nntersectuon of the three extruded-letter axes. The or: m—ob ect us then subtracted
9*froma box whuch has been slughtly deformed formung skylnghts and floorlughts.
Thesubtractuonof the ongm-object cuts holes un the floor whuch then allows thesatellutesngnals

to enter, become transformed, and then re-broadcast.;‘«—ipw
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"In this new 'intellectual art' we produce simultaneously
theory, critical combat, and pleasure; we subject the ob-
jects of knowledge and discussion- as in any art- no
longer to an instance of truth, but to a consideration of
effects." lllll„¤ll'l ll=l'l‘· —„ /3’« lv l¤1~— l·{l«ll,l1<lll«»*l«;ll(Illllll&\\';lll;;
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Tabula Rasa Table
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· "Forms, like modes of folding disappear." I

l
"The aim of the game is not to discover the eternal or the I I. universal, but to find the conditions under which something i
new may he created.” I I Il· ll ll lI l II

A table may be thought of as a kind of Tabula Ftasa. It is the neutral II
ground on which to begin a project, a flow of ideas. ln this way it isa·, useful fiction- the often desired yet never achieved 'uninfected' starting I Ipoint. Geometry and the idea of planarity are such starting points for the ’

architect. They are often invoked as neutral ground for the progression of Ian architectural idea. Yet, while a neutral mental condition is an impossi- I I· bility, so is the geometric 'plane‘- for it is always already substantiated Iby material. The plane may be implied but never reached. I II
The Tabula Flasa Table begins with this double desire for mentaI/@materialneutrality. then exposes its impossibility. The form and material

of the table refer to various traditional table types- the square wooden
table and the modern glass table. Here the 'traditional' qualities end. The —

glass is etched differently on each side, reinforcing its depth and materi— ,
I- ality. A rotating bar increases the tension of cables which both stabilize I_ and threaten the wooden legs.

I
I

While the table's stability is a temporary fixity within a structural Icontinuum, both the neutral starting point as well as the architect's 'plane'
are imaginary fixities, biased towards our cultural Ipre-dispositions.

I
I
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"Gently tip the assemblage, making it pass over to the side of the plane of
conlythere that the body without organs reveals itself for what it is: connect i
conjunction of flows, continuum of intensities." ti » „.
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